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QGFHA News 

 

The 2015 Master’s Railway Cup Participants 

Carpenter Cup Final 2015 
 

Unfortunately the scheduled Carpenter 

Cup 2015 Final had to be called off at 

the last minute due to severe weather 

conditions, with 400mL’s of rain falling 

and heavy flooding forecast in some 

parts of Brisbane. The QGFHA had 

been monitoring the weather forecast 

the entire week, and on Friday afternoon 

the executive decision was made to 

postpone the finals in the interest of 

player and spectator safety. 

 

The three finals will instead be played at 

a later date, and we encourage you to 

come out and support all the teams that 

have made it to the very first finals of 

the season. 

Line-up:  
Ladies Final: Souths GFC vs. East 

Celts  

Mens Div. 1: John Mitchells GFC vs 

Harps GFC 

Mens Div 2: John Mitchells GFC vs 

Harps GFC 

 

 

The 9th annual fundraiser for Suicide & Self Harm Awareness 

Charity PIETA House, the Darkness Into Light walk, takes place in 

Brisbane on Saturday the 9th of May. With over 80,000 participants 

walking in over 80 venues in Ireland and further afield, this cause is 

unfortunately close to many people’s hearts, so make sure to get out 

there and support this fantastic cause. 

 

The walk begins at 5:15am and starts at University of Queensland 

St Lucia Athletics Stadium (follows the Brisbane River until the 

turn around at College Road) before finishing at University of 

Queensland St Lucia Athletics Stadium. 

 

For more information about Darkness Into Light Brisbane, please 

contact Kieran O'Brien at dilkieranobrien@gmail.com or 

phone 061-484448. 

  

 

 

Masters Gaelic Football 
 

April 2015 

2015 Railway Cup Info 

 Over three Fortnights, the Saturday 

game plan is play 3 20 minute 

games, i.e. 1 v 2, 1 v 3 and 2 v 3. 

 The non-playing side does the 

umpiring, scoring and fetching 

balls. 

 4 points for a win, 2 for a draw and 

0 for a loss with the scores recorded, 

for in the event of the ladder being 

tied then highest aggregate score 

wins position. 

There have been a few changes to the 

rules and regulations this year, and in 

particular to those rules governing 

Ladies Football. The introduction of the 

“Sin Bin” is one of the most prominent 

changes, so we have decided to outline 

this particular rule to begin with. 

- A “Sin Bin” Rule shall apply in all grades 

of football from Under 14 upwards. Where a 

player commits a First Yellow Card Offence, 

she shall have her name taken and sent off 

the Field of Play for 10 minutes Playing 

Time (Sin Bin) in games of 1 Hour Duration 

or more. 

 

 
 

 The field should (based on length 

ratio) be eighty meters long. 

 The 4th weekend of scheduled 

play is a single 40 minute final 

between the top 2 teams (with 

the possibility of the third team 

splitting and joining the playing 

teams for a near full game), 

followed by a few tinnies of beer 

and some snags on the Barbie. 
 

- She may then resume playing 

after the 5 or 10 minutes Playing 

Time has elapsed and only with 

the consent of the referee.  

 

- She may remain with her substitute 

colleagues. In games of less than 30 

minutes a half from Under 14 upwards 

she shall be sent to the Sin Bin for 5 

mins Playing Time. Where such a game 

goes into Extra Time that may exceed 1 

hour duration, the Sin Bin time shall be 

for 5 mins for ease of Implementation 

purposes. 

 

Masters Football is open to anyone 

who is 35 or over and would like to 

continue playing Gaelic for fun and for 

fitness. Everyone is encouraged to 

come along and participate, regardless 

of age or skill level, everyone gets a 

game, and there are usually a few snags 

and beers available afterwards! 

It initially started out as a group of 

guys who met up and played an 

informal game of Football every two 

weeks or so. From this, a structure was 

put in place to facilitate the growing 

demand for a competition, and the very 

first Railway Cup game was played 

only last year, with considerable 

success.  
 

The QLD Masters team even travelled to 

Victoria to play a hotly contested match 

against the Victorian Masters team, 

which was a fantastic achievement for all 

involved. 

For the Railway Cup, the teams are made 

up of provincial based players, (The first 

was Munster / Leinster V Connaught / 

Ulster) with any players with no Irish 

heritage (or unsure) allowed to play for 

their chosen side, 9 players a side for a 40 

minute game. 

If you would like any more information 

about the Masters, feel free to email 

qldmastersgaa@outlook.com or search 

Masters Gaelic on Facebook. 

 

2015 Rules & Regulations 
 

Darkness Into Light Brisbane 2015 
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